Investigation Summary Report

Egan Hotel
Crowley, LA

HISTORY
After many attempts by the group and the building owner, very little information was found on
the Egan Hotel. All we know is that the hotel was built in the early 1900's and closed down in the
1960's. During its tenure as a hotel, celebrities such as Babe Ruth, the New York Yankees, and
Clark Gable have stayed here.
Of the many places we have investigated, the Egan Hotel is one of the top as far as grizzly
happenings. In its early existence, the hotel was a major mob hangout. That in itself, can be
assumed for grounds for criminal activity. Reports tell of a young boy and his father being
murdered as well as a woman being murdered by her husband.
On several occasions, priests have been brought in to perform cleansings of the building. The
results of these attempts are small religious medallions being placed over the doors of the rooms
where deaths have taken place, only adding to the creep factor.
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INVESTIGATION
Special thanks to Jennifer for conducting a preliminary on the Egan. Below are the results of the
initial visit:
1. Major Spike on the 2nd floor in room 207.
2. There were two EMF fluctuations in room 14.
3. In room 302, received several major spikes in the bathroom , inside the room, then later came
back and got another by the window that had been reading normal prior to. The bathroom then
read normal. Spikes were maxed out.
Several weeks later, we then conducted our full investigations. Below is a brief re-cap of
personal experiences had during the night:
1. In room 302, received numerous EMF spikes via the K-II.
2. After asking for a sign, we received several knocks in room 232. As Michelle walked out she
made the same statement and knocks followed in the same area.
3. Lori and Elissa - 10:30 pm - saw 3’ tall shadow in bathroom on second floor, car lights could
not match. Approx 23:30 asked thermometer to go to 40 degrees, it dropped from 57 to 41/39,
back and forth about a dozen times then back to 52.
4. While on 2nd floor, heard banging and a child like noise (laughing/cooing).
Evidence analysis produced two interesting EVP's and a video clip of a strange light anomaly.
Several group members feel it to be a bug, yet it has cause enough debate to where we are still
posting it for you to decide.
When we last spoke with Mr. L.J. he was going to have one final blessing of the building. The
plan is to remodel the building as apartments. Once again, we cannot thank Mr. L.J. enough for
allowing us exclusive access to the Egan Hotel as well as allowing us to conduct our Continuing
Education courses here as well.
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